HIGHWAVE INC. INTRODUCES LEAK-TIGHT DOG WATER BOTTLE COLLECTION

ORLANDO, FL (2/27/2020)— Highwave invented the AutoDogMug® Original in 2014, and now has new leak-tight collection of the product. The AutoDogMug® Leak-Tight is a one-handed dog hydration system. Squeeze and water fills the bowl for your dog to drink, release and the excess water drains back into the bottle, not wasting a drop. This improved version has these features, comes in 3 different sizes, and has a leak-tight seal so when storing, water can’t be accidentally be squeezed out.

The 44oz version comes in 4 colors, the 22oz version comes in 6 colors, & the 15oz version comes in 2 colors. Each comes with a carabiner to attach to a backpack, leash, or belt loop. All versions of the AutoDogMug® Leak-Tight are perfect for giving your dog water in the car or on the go and the bottle even fits in your car cupholder.

Highwave’s mission for 35+ years has been to help humans live in harmony with our planet. The engineers at Highwave are constantly inventing reusable products that make our lives a little bit easier. Everything from our travel mugs for humans, to our travel mugs for dogs has been designed to respect the Earth and its natural resources.

For further information contact, Chelsea Holman at chelsea@highwave.com or 805-981-1773.

Come visit us at The Global Pet Expo. Booth #3580.